Dear customer! Thank you for purchasing the product and we hope you like it.

Your warranty

By virtue of the present, you have the assurance that the defective product, in the applicable warranty period, will be repaired free of charge in the service following: carried out by ASC.

Conditions

1. The present warranty only is valid if the defective product is returned properly filled to Warranty Service Center. Failure of the product to be returned, if conditions of the product manufacturer, the original invoice issued by the manufacturer, and the receipt issued by the service that is provided by provider of the digital receiver.

2. The warranty is only valid if the defective product is returned properly filled to Warranty Service Center. Failure of such filling, the warranty will be considered invalid.

3. The present guarantee is void if model or the serial number of the product is altered, renewed or unrecognizable. The present guarantee is only valid if the original invoice issued by the manufacturer is attached to the product. In addition, the condition of the product must be properly filled to Warranty Service Center. If the condition of the product is not filled properly or the invoice issued by the manufacturer is missing, the guarantee will be void.

4. The present warranty does not cover the following:
   a) Any adaptations and alterations with the use of products and accessories other than authorized by the manufacturer.
   b) Damage caused in result of improper use, maintenance or handling by unauthorized service centers.
   c) Damage caused in result of improper use, maintenance or handling by the warranty provider.

5. The present warranty does not cover products that have been damaged by the following:
   a) Damage caused by the manufacturer.
   b) Damage caused by the user.
   c) Damage caused by third parties.

Warranty Service Warranty

The Warranty Service can be performed in the service following: carried out by ASC.

- MPEG-2
- MPEG-4

- Resolution: 720p
- 1080p

- This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
   a) Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
   b) Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
   c) Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
   d) Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
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About your MAG250 Micro

Thank you for purchasing your product MAG250 Micro, which makes it possible to access to TV and movies through your digital television service.

You can control all functions of MAG250 Micro by using remote control for navigating on screen menu provided by your service provider.

Getting Started

Please become acquainted in the next chapter how unpack and turn on power supply your MAG250 Micro.

In case of your product had been already adjusted adjust it by your product look into “Use of Remote Control to control the device” for information how to use the product.

UNPACKING AND INSTALLATION THE PRODUCT

After the product extraction out of the package it is necessary to handle it with care, do not drop, shake it and avoid other influence.

The product is designed for horizontal allocation on the surface.

Do not place the product onto slippery surfaces. The product must not be exposed to vibrations or heat. Also do not place no products in the product to prevent damage which may cause inflammation of the product gases.

Do not expose the product onto soft surface like on the carpet, bed, etc. for such surfaces can be deformed. The product must not be placed onto different surfaces with different temperature.

Do not place the product in places where it may be exposed to direct sunlight, rain, or the sources of open fire and electric current.

Do not expose the product onto surfaces which in operating process may get warm, ferro alloys and magnetic structures, video record player or interlacer and do not put anything on the top or the shell as well.

Do not expose the product with anything. Containing liquids objects, such as a glass, plastic, metal or even cloth may get into the product and cause damage to the product.

The product is intended for use indoors.

The power supply cord is to be put to prevent its deformation and jamming and touching it with other objects as well. The power supply cord is not to be laid under the carpet or blocked with anything where any damage may not be revealed.

Power supply unit

The product should be used with power supply unit provided by the manufacturer.

The power unit is fitted with plug which is provided by manufacturer in your country usage. In case if the necessity in the product usage in other country or in the region with other data of electric circuit the power supply unit should be used in the region or in the country which the product is intended for.

Protection from atmospheric electricity or using for a long time.

On coming the thunderstorm and also in case of the product is intended for a few or over a long time, disconnect the product, power supply unit and the device. The product and power supply unit must be regarded as a non-operational product.

The outer power supply unit of the product is getting warm in operation. In case of outer power supply unit gets hot, switch off promptly and grid in touch with the manufacturer.

Protection from atmospheric electricity or using for a long time.

On coming the thunderstorm and also in case of the product is intended for a few or over a long time, disconnect the power supply unit, control of the switch off, switch off the device, video record player or interlacer

USB

4-pin 3.5 mm jack

Composite video output

Stereo line output

Power supply

Digital TV Connecting to the Network

MAG250 Micro receives TV channels and movies from the “digital TV” network.

Your service provider had been already installed the connection with the mentioned network.

• Connect cable for “Digital TV” network into “Digital TV”/Ethernet port on your product.

REMOTE CONTROL TO MAG250 MICRO

The product allows to control the following functions:

• Left and right channels for playing stereo sound through “L” and “R” outlets.

Audio Connecting

The product allows to connect the following connections:

• Power supply unit.

Warning! Switch off all arrangements (TV, interlacer, etc.) and take power supply out of socket before connecting and any cables disconnecting.

In case of the interlacement does not connect leave digital audio video line of your product not connected.

Video Connecting

The product allows connecting the following video cables:

• HDmi – provides the best quality of picture and allows playing of digital video of high definition (HD).

• Composite CVBS – provides standard picture quality.

Use the connection with the best quality which could be applied with your equipment.

• In case of your TV has HDMI inlet, use HDMI cable for the product connecting to TV through HDMI socket.

• In case of your TV is capable to operate through component video line, use component video cable for the product connecting to TV through component video outlets.

USE REMOTE CONTROLLER TO THE DEVICE

The section explains how to unpack Remote Control (RC) and prepare it for work.

Your service provider can provide the product with an alternative RC, in that case please refer to the manual supplied by your service provider.

Inserting batteries

Remote Control requires two batteries type AA, LR6, LR03, 1,5V, A156.

Remote Control contains two batteries type AA, LR6, LR03, 1,5V, A156.

Inserting batteries into Remote Control.

Important information about using batteries

Do not mix different type of battery or old and new batteries.

Do not use rechargeable batteries with the remote control.

Remove the batteries from the remote control if you are not going to use it for several weeks, to avoid the risk of leakage.

Please respect your environment and any local regulations and dispose of old batteries in a responsible manner.

Remote Control with additional programmable section.

For convenience the RC has additional section of programmable buttons. Your program can contain letters, numbers and special symbols.

The RC has two LED lights to indicate if there are additional programmable buttons which is located on the upper side of the RC.

When indicator lights, if your button pressed on the lower RC, then RC is ready to program.

On program the button you want to program. Red indicator will stop blinking.

On additional programmable button “OK” the battery button is replaced with “Program button”.

On additional programmable button “OK” and “Program button” pressed on the RC, the RC is changed to an additional section.

After additional programmable button “OK” and “Program button” the RC is changed to additional section.

Program button:

To program button from additional section please do the following:

1. Press “SET” button and hold it for about 2 seconds. When red indicator becomes brighter the RC is ready to program.

2. Press the button you want to program. Red indicator will start blinking.

3. Dispose entries of two RC opposite each other at distance 1,5 cm and press the button on the other RC to be used as a source for programming and hold for 2 seconds.

4. After three quick blinks red indicator will stop blinking. Now you can program next button.

5. Please program all buttons you needed as described above.

6. Press “SET” button to save all programming progress.